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HELPING PEOPLE MEET GOD EVERY DAY

Learn more Give today









The Importance of Being Connected
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The CONNECT Family Prayer and Bible Guide is more than a resource; it’s an invitation for families to explore the richness of God’s Word and prayer together. Our vision is simple yet profound: to cultivate a habit of shared reflection on Scripture, fostering growth in faith and strengthening family bonds.

From Genesis to Revelation, the CONNECT Family Prayer and Bible Guide is designed for families, with a special focus on elementary school-aged children and pre-teens. Each issue provides 13 weekly guides for building relationships with God and each other.

Order now for your family or church families. CONNECT with God Together!

Order Now














Today’s reading








Discovery
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Discovery

A daily guide to deepen your devotional time in God’s Word.

Read

Learn More






Encounter With God
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Encounter With God

A daily guide to deepen your devotional time in God’s Word.

Read

Learn More







 



 

 










Receive our resources directly in your inbox.





Subscribe to our newsletter:

* indicates required

Email Address *




Which additional resources would you like to receive? 
	Encounter with God
	Discovery
	Lenten Daily Devotional
	Weekly Encounter with God Together
	Bible Guide EXTRAs
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Honor your family, friends, and loved ones by making a ‘Salt and Light Legacy’ donation to Scripture Union. Your generous tax-deductible gift will help make God’s Good News known to children, young people, and families, and encourage people of all ages to meet God daily through the Bible and prayer.







 

Click Here to donate.

Click Here to view the Salt and Light legacy.
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I’d like to become an SU Partner and make a monthly donation








Become an SU Partner 






Featured Resources



Some popular resources from the Scripture Union store
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Daily Prayer Guide

Order Here
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E100

Order Here
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Bible Engagement Basics

Order Now
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Big Bible Challenge

Order Here
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PROGRAMS & SERVICES
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PrimeTime®

Learn More
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SuperKids®

Learn More
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Training

Learn More
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Leadership Lab International

Learn More












Making a difference
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"This devotional has been the best I’ve read.  It’s been very helpful in helping my husband and I read Scripture together."
H.H. from Alabama
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"PrimeTime® curriculum just gets better and better!  It's so easy to use, but it's still deep."
GS from Whitinsville, MA
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"Discovery is edifying and solid. I enjoy it very much."
S.W. from Ione, CA
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"Our children's program really grew because of SuperKids®.  We can't not do it again!"
DK from Hyannis, MA
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"My family has been served by print and now the digital version of Encounter with God for over 30 years. We are so thankful for your ministry!"
G.D. from Fairborn, OH
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"My Young Life leader introduced me to Scripture Union as a way to help with daily devotions. I have been using Encounter with God since the early 80’s!"
J.D. from Jacksonville, FL
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"I discovered Encounter with God in 1991 and it is my daily helper. It aids me in my every day in discovering who God is. Bless each and every one who contributes to this booklet."
P.F. from Mandeville, LA
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Help Provide God’s

Good News to All People

Give Now
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 Info@ScriptureUnion.org

 1-800-621-5267

 PO Box 215

Valley Forge, PA 19481
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    EIN 25-1228715
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